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Editorial Dub
Dear Reader,
Welcome to issue 22 for the month of Benjamin. Very pleased to bring you an
interview with one of my favourite modern producers, Jil Addis. This month’s issue
also sees the review of #Ending The Silence by Euton Daley’s Unlock The Chains
Collective. It had been some time since I saw a live show in a theatre and it was very
energising to witness such a vital show. Another local event was the start of reggae
nights in Eynsham thanks to Richie Roots, writer for The Dub. Hopefully that can
now be a regular feature.
Pete Clack brings us a profile on a true individual and his connection to New Orleans
music – Little Richard. Richard was a trailblazer and a controversial figure for many
reasons, as well as giving one Jimi Hendrix one of his first touring jobs in his band. I
have loved having Pete’s reports from the blues end of town as reggae owed so
much to the sounds of New Orleans, Chicago and elsewhere in the USA.
Thanks again to Steve Mosco for his continued support, it means a great deal as for
many years I used to buy records from his online Reggae Music Store. This month he
educates us about Rod Taylor, a singer who has recorded many classic sides in the
roots reggae genre. And a big thank you to Michael Akashic for the link with Word
Sound Power Collective, who do great works supporting Rasta elders.
We celebrate birthdays this month for Jackie Mittoo, Tommy McCook, Queen Ifrica,
Don Drummond, Burning Spear and Anthony B.
Welcome to The Dub
Editor – Dan-I

danidubdub@btinternet.com

The Dub magazine is not funded and has no sponsors. While this allows for artistic freedom, it
also means that money for printing is very limited. If anyone is interested in printed copies,
they should contact me directly and I can ask our printers, Parchment of Oxford, to get some of
the issues required for the cost of £2 each.
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Birthday blessings dub
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Independence Dub
Ghana

6 March 1957 (From Britain)

Mauritius

12 March 1968 (From Britain)

Tunisia

20 March 1956 (From France)

Namibia

21 March 1990 (From South
Africa, Previously Germany)

Eastern Standard Time – Heavenless – Roll On Sweet Don – Confucius
Man In The Street – Addis Ababa – No More – Fidel Castro
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FROM THE ROOTS UP .....
I’ve not covered rock n roll in this column before, but while looking at a book on the
music of New Orleans, whose name should pop up but one Richard Penniman. You
may not know the name well, but for all of us he is much better known as Little
Richard. Born in Macon, Georgia, he had a less than successful recording career
until he went down to New Orleans. In fact one name he used earlier in his career
was Baby Face, which of course became a huge hit for him later on. He had a band
with the great name of the Tempo Toppers - wherever they played the place was
packed, every night of the week, get in early or you just wouldn’t get in at all. Yet
before going to New Orleans his recordings were less than inspired. One day
though, Bumps Blackwell bought out his contract from Peacock Records for believe
it or not $600, and the rest is history, and what a great investment. So the first thing
Bumps did was send him down to Nola, as it’s often called. Once with the musicians
there and the sounds coming out of the studios there, out came the big hits, the
first being ‘Tutti Fruiti’. Art Rupe, who ran Specialty Records, had already brought
out huge records by the likes of Lloyd Price and an artist I wrote about recently
Guitar Slim, him of the blue hair, blue suits and all else blue.

It’s interesting you might have a band that can pack clubs but just can’t produce that
same magic in the studio. Maybe with Little Richard the New Orleans musicians
were used to making great sounds in the studio, and the producers knew how to
produce records people would buy; on top of all that these guys could play, boy
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could they play! The boogie rhythms of Louisiana’s coastline poured out of every
track, the house bands were just full of the best musicians around, they were tight
and funky. And believe me it wasn’t the lyrics that sold these records, it was the
sounds the band made. So finally the combination was right for Little Richard.
Take for instance ‘Tutti Frutti’, Little Richard’s first hit. The lyrics are ‘Wop Bop A
Loo Bop, A Wop Bam Boo, Tutti Frutti, Aw Rutti’ and repeat, though it does mention
a girl named Sue. It wasn’t the song as much as the sound, and that was true for
most rock n roll records of the time - get the beat right, the rest is in many ways just
a filler; get the right artist though and you’ve got yourself one big hit. There’s no
doubt Little Richard could really pound a rocking piano and, along with his
flamboyant appearance, he really looked the part. When I think of this I remember
when I began at a fairly young age to play piano, my mother also played so thought
it would be good for me, but I wanted to play like Jerry Lee Lewis or Little Richard,
back thumbs down the keyboard and all. Trouble was my teacher’s husband was an
internationally known classical pianist, so it wasn’t long before I was out. Though I
still remember some of the things she taught me, but i wanted to play guitar.
Anyway, Little Richard had a string of mighty hits all out of New Orleans, and he
began that path there by singing a rather rude song but the producer heard the
sound. That song was scrapped, but the die was cast. The studios of the city had
found another big name, and another bucket load of money along the way.

Pete Clack
Blues In Britain writer
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I first became aware of Addis Record label when I picked up their 45 ‘Adwa March’
at my then local record shop Supertone back in 1996. It was an unusual and
confusing record for its time: unusual because it featured a stack of Jamaica’s top
musicians, credited on the label, on an uptempo steppers riddim; confusing because
it seemed to come from Switzerland. I heard some more of their releases on the
late night Manasseh radio show on London’s Kiss FM and was able to pick up a
couple of their other singles. The name of the group responsible was Restless
Mashaits, a name that conjured up images of rebellion and danger.
Restless Mashaits music has always been high quality, well-engineered with tough
riddims and well developed interplay between the musicians. These include Deadly
Headley, Nambo Robinson, Vin Gordon, Dean Fraser, Dizzy Moore, Sticky and Skully.
While produced by the Swiss duo of Jil (Gilles Geuggis) and Stuff (Steph Lambercy),
the music was recorded in Jamaica with well-known engineers like Bulby and Soljie
at studios like Mixing Lab and Anchor/Music Works. Their songs stood out from the
pack as Jamaican and UK singles at the time were largely built on synthesizers, drum
machines and samples, whatever their style.

Fast forward to 2002 and I found a Restless Mashaits CD called “Kingston Sessions,
1992-2002” in a shop that seemed to have slipped out without any fanfare. Every
track a winner, it set whole new standards for instrumental reggae that have yet to
be equalled. Another album was released in 2015 entitled “Goulet Sessions, 20032013”, packed with more brilliant music. But Addis Record is about so much more –
they recorded with many of Jamaica’s leading singers and deejays as well.
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The label released strings of 45s on strong riddims featuring a host of vocalists
including Mark Wonder, Lutan Fyah, Luciano, Anthony B, Admiral Tibet, Turbulence,
Junior Kelly, Jennifer Barrett, Fantan Mojah, Natural Black and others. They
followed that up with EPs and albums Isha Bel, Micah Shemaiah, Hezron, Prince
Malachi, Nello B and more. In the last few Partial Records have issued several 7”s
with alternative mixes of Restless Mashaits tunes, including some vocal cuts. And
now many of the vocal cuts to tunes on the “Kingston Sessions” album have just
been put out as an album featuring Jah Stitch, Ken Boothe, Cornel Campbell, I Kong,
Junior Delgado and Johnny Clarke. The Ken Boothe, I Kong and Jah Stitch have
already become regulars on the Desta*Nation show. We featured some of the new
album together with instrumental and dub versions on Desta*Nation in February
2018 (check Danidubdub on mixcloud for the recording).

Jil Addis was kind enough to answer a few of questions from The Dub about the
Addis operation.
The Dub: Who have been your main influences in reggae music?
Jil: Bob Marley, Peter Tosh etc. I remember when my musical partner Stuf went on
holidays with his mother to Antigua, from that trip he brought back dancehall street
tapes. That’s how we discovered reggae. But the main influences are the roots
militant Jamaican artists, man like Bob Marley, Burning Spear, Gladiators. The UK
scene was very inspirational too, band or sound like Steel Pulse, LKJ, Jah Shaka, etc.
The Dub: What were your main reasons for going to Jamaica to record? Not many
European producers were doing that at the time, most were following the UK DIY
model.
Jil: We did our first trip to Jamaica in 1991, at that time we were youths and we
didn’t know anything about the music business in general. I remember an article in
one French music magazine (I think it was the one named ‘Best’) about a journalist
going to Jamaica to record a 7”. That became just like a dream to accomplish for us
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(Stuf and myself), as we wanted to visit this legendary island for reggae. So we took
a chance to visit studios in Kingston. We went to the most famous of
hem (I remember meeting artists in the backyard of Penthouse studio or Music
Works when they were still located at the top of Slip Road). As we never took our
instruments with us it was difficult for them to accept us as musicians (we just took
a demo that we recorded in our home town of Geneva).
Finally we buck up on Flabba Holt and Bravo at Leggo Studio on Orange Street. They
were very friendly and helped us to re-record and arrange two of the tracks from
our demo. One of them got a very good response internationally, ‘Faya Dub’.
After these sessions, they taught us how to create a label and press music. That’s
how Addis Record started up. Gaylard Bravo (the engineer from Leggo studio) has
to receive a lot of credit for this and by the way he is still a good friend. At that time
you have to realise that the music being produced on the island was mostly digital
music (without live musicians on it), so as young fans of the 70s golden age of live
instrumental reggae, most of the veteran musicians were very pleased to meet us.
The Dub: Who were the key people you met early on who helped the Addis vision?
Jil: As I said, Gaylard Bravo was the main person who helped us with Addis. I can
also name Lucas Corthesy, who was the first man in Jamaica to distribute our music
in a professional and serious way. Shaka in the UK was a big help too as he played
our first record hard in his sessions and still plays our music to this day.
The Dub: Your music has a very distinctive sound largely due to the wonderful
musicians that you involve in your recordings. I spoke with Don Fe recently about
how reggae music needs more musicality, is that part of what drives you?
We are big fans of music in general and personally I love and live for digital music.
Through we always mix the two of them (we always use drum machines except for
one or two specific projects), we created our own sound and have stuck to it. It’s a
part of our Addis trademark. I have realised that adding live instrumental overdubs
helps music to gain quality, a militant character and last better over the years. It’s
about sharing the different influences and ways of playing from the different people
actors who play on your project, you surely gain richness. As I said, I am a big fan of
electronic music too but it was mostly a ‘one man’ production thing years ago, but
now I think that has evolved and digital music is not always a ‘one man’ thing at all.
That’s a good thing to help tracks to gain quality and sound. We see music as an
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exchange between different individuals, u zeet? Digital can sound a little bit too
cold sometimes and we prefer when it sounds warmer.
The Dub: The newly released vocal versions from the “Kingston Sessions” album
(and those that have come on Partial Records singles) are a real joy. Why have these
versions stayed unreleased or have some of them been recorded more recently?
So we’ve finally released them all as one album, strictly on bandcamp for now. It
you count properly, we’ve taken more than 26 years to release it!

When we produced our first riddim from it in 1991 (‘Faya Dub’), we never expected
to release those riddims on a full album. It was just a dream to realise as I said
before. Through we got a good response, we continued to record different
instrumental tracks during the nineties (‘Good Conquer Evil’, ‘King Of Kings’,
‘Africa’…) that we released on 7” on our Addis label at that time (manufactured in
Jamaica). In 2002, we realised that we had recorded enough instrumental tracks to
put them on a whole album, so we released our first CD album named “Kingston
Sessions 1992-2002”, and it became a classic.
While we were recording in the Jamaican studios and hanging out in the Kingston
streets, we bucked up on the legendary DJ Jah Stitch, who became a real friend. As
we are big fans of his work, we said “let’s try to record him on one of our riddims.”
As we wanted to do it in a classic 70s style with a singer on the A side and a DJ on
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the B side, we asked the giant Johnny Clarke to feature on the other side (the two of
them are good friends). Through we loved the results, we put it on a 7”. At that
time, we thought it could help our music to reach a bigger crowd in Jamaica, but we
quickly realised that the younger generation was more interested in the new artists
than in the veterans. From then I decided to record young blood artists as well to
establish Addis Record as a complete label (you can find most of this work on the
compilations “Songs Of Freedom” Volumes 1 to 3). That doesn’t mean we forgot
about voicing veteran artists but we did it little by little, when we had good
opportunities.
When Liam from Partial contacted me to repress some of our classic instrumentals, I
naturally played him some of the voicings that we had done for a ‘future project’.
He liked some of them and released them on 7” (Junior Delgado and Cornel
Campbell). This year, we are finally taking the chance to finalise this project and put
out the voiced version of the instrumental album. In hope that people are going to
enjoy it as much as we enjoyed realising it over the last 26 years!

The Dub: What does the future hold for Addis Record?
Jil: Producing more tuned to uplift the people and enjoying what we are doing,
that’s a must! I’m also back on the selectors scene, playing at dances more often
than years ago (we used to play a lot in the 90s).
The Dub: Also can you tell us about Goulet and what that is/was, to explain the title
of the last Mashaits album?
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Jil: Goulet is the place where we have lived for the last 25 years (we are still there
now). It’s basically a building that we have squatted since the early 90s in Geneva
with friends from the same neighbourhood. We built our little studio inside it as
well as an underground reggae venue. I live on the first floor and Stuff lives on the
4th floor. The club was named Goulet 25 until 2005 and was renamed Corner 25
when it became a legal place and was renewed. It’s the first and only reggae club in
Switzerland (and Europe I guess…). When we opened the venue back in 1992, it was
the only place where reggae was playing on a regular scale. It’s a big part of the
foundation of reggae in Geneva. The club still a gwaan and a lot of artists come and
play in this little venue (max. 150 people capacity).
Dan-I

ROD TAYLOR
His Imperial Majesty
Ethiopian Kings
In The Right Way
Every Little Thing
Words Of Parables
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Tommy
McCook
Mine Eyes
Blazing Horns
Fisherman Special
Steppin High
Freedom sounds
Harvest in the east
Cloak & dagger
Revenge
Death trap
Plague of horns
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Word Sound Power Collective (WSPC) is a 501c3 non-profit organization. WSPC’s
mission as a non-profit organisation is to organise and mobilise the Rastafari
community and other like-minded peoples to provide support to Rastafari Elders at
home and abroad. This support includes providing the basic needs like food, clothes
and shelter as well as needs of a medical nature. The ultimate goal is to ensure that
the hungry be fed, the naked clothed, the sick nourished, the aged protected and
the infants cared for.
WSPC started as an online Rastafari reasoning group in 2005. The reasonings
ranged from philosophical to practical matters. Over time, bonds of trust were built
and a unity of purpose arose. The group had an activist energy and the focus
became doing good works. Reports were coming in from Jamaica and Ethiopia that
Rastafari elders were in need. Some were becoming ancestors, and there was a lack
of medical care.
The collective decided to start fundraising efforts on behalf of the Rastafari Elders.
Donations came in from all over the world - USA, Europe and South America. We
formed an Elders Council with trusted Elders to help with decision making and
challenges. Eventually we formed a board and became an official non-profit
organisation.
Since 2006, WSPC has completed over 160 initiatives, raising and distributing over
$47,000 to Rastafari Elders.
To make a tax-deductible donation to Word Sound Power Collective, please visit
www.paypal.com and use wordsoundpowercollective@hotmail.com as the payee
address.
www.wordsoundpowercollective.org
www.facebook.com/wordsoundpowercollective
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CORNERSTONEMUSIK
www.cornerstonemusik.wikifoundry.com
Cornerstonemusik (Oxford UK) present two radio shows:
Foundation Music Thursdays on Green Futures Festival
Radio / Kingston Green Radio and Saturdays on First FM
/ First 105.1 Every show offers support and airtime to
breakthrough artists / groups' from UK, Jamaica. USA,
Africa and more along with wicked classics and rarities from the Cornerstonemusik
vinyl vaults. This month bringing you NEW RELEASES ......

Recommended New Releases
The SUPAWEAPON RIDDIM
Following on from the success of the single
SUPAWEAPON from Jah Farmer Nah Deal
Productions have released the Supaweapon Riddim
EP containing four new versions featured by
Luciano, Asante Amen, Peter Lloyd and Ras
Tewelde. This is a powerful riddim featuring
international reggae icon, Luciano the Messenjah
delivering a deep and heartical song "War and
Crime”, in which he condemns the current situation
of violence and crime in Jamaica. Asante Amen and
Peter Lloyd blaze up the riddim with "Go Round
Dem" and “Ready", Ras Tewelde with the song
"Counter Narrative". Nah Deal Production, based in
Naples was formed by Jah Farmer (singer/author/
riddim maker) and Fyahstation (mc/media/insider) both have been on the reggae
scene for some time.
AA.VV. - SUPAWEAPON RIDDIM - NAH DEAL PRODUCTION
Tracklist:
1. War and Crime feat. Luciano
2. Go Round Dem feat. Asante Amen
3. Ready feat. Peter Lloyd
4. Supaweapon feat. Jah Farmer
5. Counter Narrative feat. Ras Tewelde
6. Nah Deal Production - Supaweapon Riddim Instrumental
Info: Supaweapon Riddim - Format: Digital download - Cat.: NDP001 Release date: 6.2.18
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“ANTI-RACISM RIDDIM”.
Another powerfull foundation roots riddim dropping
out over the next few weeks from Giddimani Records.
Two singles by Takana Zion and Black Prophet
released first with 3 next week by Perfect Giddimani,
Lutan Fyah, and Chezidek, and the entire selection will
be released in March.
Tracklist :
1. Revolution Time – Takana Zion
2. Good Neighbours – Black Prophet
3. Greedy Politician – Chezidek
4. From The Dust – Lutan Fyah
5. End To Racism – Perfect Giddimani
6. Riddim Instrumental
USE YOUR TIME - Single
Following the success of his previous single
French based Joe Pilgrim is back with his
brand new foundation roots release ‘Use Your
Time.
Label : Soul Nurse Records
ISRC : FR9W11802511
SWEET NAZARINE’S PROPHECY - LP
Prophecy (Anthony Bunny Mellish), a Jamaican
born recording artist based in Canada has been
on the entertainment scene since 13 years of
age. Born in the parish of St James was
relocated to Great River in Hanover as an infant
where he attended the Bethel All Age School.
He then earned a spot at the Harrison Memorial
High School as a teenager in which, he
discovered his talent in music. He was
encouraged by family members to pursue a
career in music at a tender age. Early in his
career he managed to rise quickly to prominence
after receiving numerous awards in the early 90s. Tony migrated to Toronto Canada
in his early 20s where he dedicated his life to music fully. ''TONY PROPHIT''
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recently launches his Reggae album that titled “Sweet Nazarene Prophecy”, with hit
singles such as; NEW JERUSALEM, YOUR CHOICE and NO LIES. Tony Prophit
has been supported by his wife Odette Mellish and she is also co-writer of some of
his singles. This album is well worth checking on Tony Prophit Records.
I Want To Wake Up With You – Single
Beautiful cover of the Boris Gardiner’s 1980’s massive hit this single by Sadiki off
his new album to be released this spring. One of my all-time favourite songs was
released in time for Valentine’s Day as a full band release but also as a lovely
acoustic version. Available on Skinny Bwoy Records.
Join us for
‘Foundation Music’ – Green Futures Festival
Radio on ‘TUNE IN’ or go to
www.greenfuturesfestivals.org.uk /
www.kingstongreenradio.org.uk / text
07813355448
‘Saturday Session’ – First FM on 105.1FM or
‘TUNE IN’/ www.firstfm.uk / text
07970773105 DJ Baps - Cornerstonemusik

Dan-I & Makepeace on Field Frequency Sound, Reading Dub Club, May 2017
Pic by Terry Husbands
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CHILDREN OF KUSH
(First published by The Dub in Issue 10, March 2017)
To demonstrate the centrality of Ethiopia - its spiritual magnetism, attracting those
living in the Caribbean, the Americas and Europe, as well as other parts of the
continent - I would like to spend some time with three figures of the 19th and early
20th centuries, for both of whom Ethiopia was central.
Benito Sylvain was a young dreamer from Haiti, who in his eventful and active life
met and befriended Emperor Menelik II. Born and schooled in Haiti, he took higher
education in France. Due to a decree forbidding foreigners from studying at the
naval academy, he took a degree in Philosophy instead of the Sciences. During his
French sojourn, he founded Fraternite (Fraternity), a newspaper ''to defend the
interests of the Black Race in Europe''. In 1898, he founded the Black Youth of Paris
Association to support and educate the Black youth of that metropolis.
He represented Haiti at abolition congresses in Belgium as well as France. National
representation was also conferred on him at the first ever Pan-African Conference
held in London in 1900. This monumental endeavour was organised by the
Trinidadian lawyer, Henry Sylvester Williams from the town called Arouca (which
also produced C.L.R. James and George Padmore). From this event the formerly
known African Association, founded by Williams, became known as the Pan-African
Association. Sylvain was given the position as General Delegate for Africa. W.E.B.
Dubois was named Secretary of the American branch. It was at this gathering that
the friendship between Menelik II and Benito Sylvain was seen; for as well as
speaking for Haiti, the Emperor asked him to represent Ethiopia.
Sylvain was said to have visited that country four times; on missions of eager
diplomacy as well as spiritual enrichment. Coming from the country that defeated
France, he brought goodwill to the country that had recently defeated Italy at Adwa.
Benito Sylvain went from envoy to employee; becoming Aide-de-Camp to the
Emperor of Ethiopia.
Staying in the Caribbean, we go from Haiti to Jamaica; to Joel Augustus Rogers.
Born in Jamaica, in his mid-twenties he left for America - taking American
citizenship. Initially earning his living teaching and train portering, he became a
widely respected journalist and historian. He wrote for such important newspapers
as the Crisis (N.A.C.C.P.), the Messenger, Negro World (UNIA), as well as the
Pittsburgh Courier, which we shall come to later. Knowing Marcus Garvey from his
youth, he became a regular contributor to the Negro World, as well as covering the
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Garvey trial. But it's in his role as historian that he has garnered most praise. He
was a self-taught man, who learnt four languages (Spanish, French, German and
Portuguese). He travelled throughout Europe, in Egypt and Sudan - undertaking
meticulous research in archives and libraries. Set and undeterred; he was on a
mission to show the globe of Africa's contribution to world culture.
He wrote of ancient kingdoms and authored biographies paying homage to Black
personages. He wrote of the Maroons. Words to counteract the utterances of the
Klan. His most well-known work is From Superman to Man (1917). Using his wide
research, this book refuted the widespread belief in black inferiority in the style of a
conversation between a black train porter and a travelling white politician.
Although he never received higher education or a degree, he was an intellectual of
international renown; becoming a member of American and French, anthropological
and geographical societies. Going back to his journalism, it was in his role as Foreign
Correspondent for the Pittsburgh Courier, one of African America's leading
newspapers, that he became the first Black war correspondent of the 20th century:
covering the Italo-Ethiopian War of 1935. This was his second visit to the country,
after covering the 1930 enthronement of Ras Tafari, for which the Emperor later
gave him a Coronation Medal.
At a later time in Jamaica, emerged the talents of Una Marson. One of my all-time
favourite photographs is of a seated Una Marson in her role as broadcaster;
surrounded by European luminaries such as George Orwell, T.S. Eliot and William
Empson. After finishing secondary education, she worked as a secretary and social
worker. After learning of journalism, while assistant editor of the Jamaica Critic in
1928, she became Jamaica's first black female editor and publisher when she
founded the Cosmopolitan.
Two years later, her first collection of poems was published, entitled Tropic Reveries.
In 1932, she moved to London. The racism and sexism she received there propelled
her into joining organisations of international feminism. Back in Kingston, she went
on a mission to promote literacy and national authorship – founding the Kingston
Drama Club and Readers and Writers Club. She produced plays and published more
poetry. Returning to London in 1938, she continued her work for the Jamaican Save
the Children project, as well as continuing her journalism - commencing work for the
BBC. She went on to produce Caribbean Voices; BBC Radio Empire Service
broadcasts. Through these shows, she met figures such as Marcus Garvey, Paul
Robeson and Jomo Kenyatta. She was able to introduce writers such as Sam Selvon,
Derek Walcott and George Lamming to a wider public. One of the figures she met
through her BBC work was Ras Tafari. In 1936, she went to Switzerland as his
secretary - part of the Ethiopian delegation to Geneva; when he spoke before the
League Nations.
Natty Mark
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Anthony B, born 31st March 1976

YAGGA YO
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ANTHONY B
Keith Anthony Blair, better known as Anthony B, was born in the parish of Trelawny
Jamaica on March 31st 1976. Growing up he was influenced by and greatly admired
Bob Marley and Peter Tosh. This, coupled with his African spirituality, led hIm to
become a Rastafarian. This was strongly disapproved of by his deeply religious
parents, and he moved to Kingston to live with his aunt and uncle. He started out
Dj'ing for a local sound system "Shaggy Hi Power" and became involved with various
reggae singers.
Eventually he released his debut single "Living is hard" in 1993. Whilst other artists
were cashing in on the current trend for singing disrespectful songs about women,
Anthony B refused to do this and felt strongly about it. He chose instead to write
more political songs and express the feelings and issues of the poor and oppressed.
With thirty albums to his credit and over one thousand singles, he has an amazing
catalogue of work and continues to "burn fire" on the wicked.

TOP 15
1 God above everything
2 Cold feet
3 Raid the barn
4 True Rastaman
5 My hope
6 Police
7 Damage
8 Mr Heartless
9 Sleeping in the rain
10 Give thanks
11 Childhood memories
12 Good life
13 Storm winds
14 Good cop, bad cop
15 One God
Ali Zion
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ENDING THE SILENCE
22-24 February 2018, Old Fire Station, Oxford
“To hope implies to take action. To hope is hard work.”
A live performance that really makes you think. What will be my next step? If I
believe in peace on earth, what am I going to do about it?
Do our heroes die in vain? Is it wrong to have high ideals and crazy dreams (to
quote Mark Stewart)? Sometimes in desperation we can believe that for a moment,
but what is it that draws us back to hope? When there is so much that pulls us to
despair, what must we strive for? So many questions spilled out after I saw Euton
Daley’s Unlock The Chains Collective perform their show #Ending The Silence.

The stage is set, Donny Hathaway, Marvin Gaye as well as Jimmy Cliff’s ‘Many Rivers
To Cross’ set the mood as the audience take their seats (with some of them singing
along). The show comes in three parts, each with a very different focus and flavour.
We start with protest, which is turned all too quickly to tragedy in a scene
developed around Euton’s poem ‘Please Don’t Shoot’, which I first heard last year at
the Ark-T Centre when Natty launched the second Art Exhibition curated by the Dub
magazine. The poem starts with a protest, people running and Euton standing with
a gun in his hand saying “and now I don’t know what to do”. We don’t know what
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has led up to this moment but eventually the narrative unfolds and we see the other
people involved and how the gun came to him and what happens next.
Classified. Classified before birth, controlled. “Words them a use to keep I down.”
Throughout the first act, we are presented with images of slavery, of control and of
protest and the dangers and traps of protesting, as well as the complexity of the
Black British experience. The systematic violence meted out to black people is
summed up with a long list of black men who have died in UK police custody over
the last 50 years, starting with David Oluwale who died in 1969, and whose case
actually resulted in criminal sentences for some of the Leeds police officers
responsible. One of the other powerful scenes presented was when a young
woman is pushed into a space and told to dance while the cast sang ‘Brown girl in
the ring’ menacingly at her using the song as a weapon.

We are urged not to let history repeat itself, but to stop and question. This act
closes by posing more questions.
Why are our parents burying our children? Do our heroes die in vain?
But still hope persists, “dreaming of hope, dreaming of tomorrow”.
The first act closes with an extended sequence of chanting, spoken word and singing
combining on the same theme. This has a deep and moving impact, along with the
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physicality and continuous movement of the cast members, which includes dancers
Luke (Tavaziva Dance) and Nicola (ex-Phoenix Dance).
The show effortlessly combines and interweaves dance, song, poetry, spoken word,
chanting and choral work. Music and song in particular echo throughout the entire
piece, especially the refrain ‘Rise Up’ which sounds very familiar from the pop
world, but I can’t quite place it, although it is just as convincing as part of a reggae
song.
Walking on Eggshells
“Drifting, dreaming of hope, dreaming of tomorrow, drifting on empty dreams.”
Is hope in vain? The black experience is a lasting testament to the inhumanity of
how mankind treats fellow men and women. Act two reflects the desperation after
so much injustice and after so many broken promises. One character declares that
there has been so much tragedy that tragic days become just like any other day,
they just keep coming.
“The pretence is wearing thin … in this green and pleasant land.”

This spoken over a chanted version of the lyrics from William Blake’s ‘Jerusalem’ and
is followed by Amantha giving an incredibly intense performance trying to hold the
anger in, trying to remain invisible, which is one of many painful responses to the
pressure.
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“These are the days of living in conformity and collusion.”
Hope
The final act does not really give a resolution as there is too much to be done and in
life there is no ending, just more living. But after all the history of broken promises,
hope refuses to go away, so is hope really an empty dream, or is that a low reached
in desperation? Yet still, after all that has been taken away, they can’t take away
that dread beating of the drum, the African drum. ‘Every sound of the drum you
hear, it’s an African beat’ (Wailing Souls, ‘Very Well’).
“Your expectations of me are limiting … don’t let others define you.”
Rather than resolution, the final act urges a new way of thinking, new ways of
approaching the injustices that have so far had no closure. The call of ‘Rise Up’ is all
very well, but to do what? And how? Resistance to the systematic narrowing of
black people’s options is a good start. Fighting down other people’s expectations
and stereotypes is a first step, but where next? Challenge those whose answer is
always “But it’s nothing to do with me”, because it is, it always is but some people
don’t want to see the enormity of it all as it can swamp them.
“To hope is to give rise to more possibilities.”
Dan-I
Photos by David Fisher
The onstage performers were Euton Daley, Amantha Edmead, Stephen Macaulay,
Ehi Obhiozele, Griot Chinyere, Luke Crook and Nicola Moses, who all brought a
wealth of experience to the project. They were augmented by drummers Bawren
Tavaziva, Francis Boua and Natty Mark Samuels, who brought the sound of the
African drum to be the heartbeat of the show. The team were helped enormously by
the work of choreographer Bawren Tavaziva, designer Nomi Everall and Gill Jaggers
on marketing.

“I freed a thousand slaves. I could have freed a thousand more if only they
knew they were slaves.” Harriet Tubman
“I am a singer, not a politician. But every song I sing becomes a statement
that echoes the hopes and inspirations of my people.” Miriam Makeba
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BIRMINGHAM DUB CLUB
LOVE EXPRESS – APS AUDIO – MEGATONE
Revivals from start til it done - a great recipe for a big people thing. 3 sounds from
the country’s largest cities, none of which I had seen before, all come to hold a
dance in a relaxed unity style. This was Chapter 4 of Birmingham Dub Club (The Dub
reported on Chapter 2 a little while ago) and the layout of the large warehouse
space had changed, for the better. Instead of having all 3 stacks of speakers at the
same end of the hall, the sound systems and their speaker stacks were spread all
around the room. There was also a second room offering up dubbed up modern
sounds from Higher Meditation Sound System.
In the main arena it was level vibes all around, no hurry, no rush. Love Express were
the home sound from Birmingham, had a big crew around them and had a very tall
speaker stack with a lot of mid section cabs. Commissioner Benji and team kept
coming with high grade tunes all night. APS Audio from West London featuring
Operator Ren and selector Mykall Star had the deepest bass section of the three
(although Megatone had some serious weight too). APS had a strong selection, with
plenty of King Tubby’s music. Megatone Foundation music family from Manchester
have been around a long time and it shows in their deep selection.
The night was full of anthems, from early on all the way through: ‘Love & Only Love’
by Fred Locks, ‘A New Civilisation’ by Clifton Campbell, ‘Have No Fear’ by Dennis
Brown, ‘Travelling’ by Burning Spear, ‘Rasta Business’ by Mighty Threes, ‘Run Come
Rally’ by Freddie McGregor, ‘If You Want Good’ by The Royals and King Tubby’s by
the score. The night gave us a true re-charging with classic roots in a way you don’t
hear often enough in a dance. Birmingham Dub Club is going from strength to
strength, looking forward to the next sessions, especially when Field Frequency,
Operation and Hytal Bosrah meet in May. Massive respect to Izyah Davis and team
for organising these nights in the heart of Britain’s sound system capital.
I asked Izyah Davis a few questions after the session to get a better idea of the
vision for Birmingham Dub Club.
The Dub - What is the purpose behind the Birmingham Dub Club?
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Izyah Davis – The purpose behind Birmingham Dub Club is to get Birmingham back
where it was in the past. Birmingham was the capital for roots rock reggae music,
all the big sounds came here to play and also to give as many sounds as possible a
chance to express themselves, an opportunity for all sounds to show who they are
and give them a level playing field where they can play and perform.
The Dub – You have been involved in reggae sound system for a good while, we hear
a lot about ‘how things were better back in the day’ but what are some of the
positives about the current crop of sound systems?
Izyah Davis – Anyone can build a sound, but understanding the scene is another
thing. Some people just play music, they don’t look at the crowd to see if they are
enjoying the tune, they play both sides of the track all the way through regardless of
whether the crowd likes the tune or not. A skilled operator knows when to cut a
track short so as not to bore the paying customers. Positives: technology has moved
forward so equipment is lighter and in some cases better. Roots music is not a
minority thing any more, it is played worldwide and loved worldwide. One does not
have to rely on big studios any more, you can achieve good works in your own yard
providing you know what you’re doing. There is a lot of help available online for
those green hornets that are not sure how to set a system up and the fittings are
now push and plug, whereas back in the day we had to twist wire and tape. Positive
about today’s sounds: all sounds seem to have something different they can bring to
the table if given a chance. There’s not that much difference between a premiership
sound and an up and coming sound. In fact, you may say ‘up and coming’, but some
of them have a better system than some of the well-known sounds and just want to
play music, have fun and be recognised. As long as their machine is running, most of
them have a 9 to 5 job so they spend quite a bit of money to get their sound system
sounding the way they want it to.
The Dub - Can you tell us any of the sounds you have lined up for future Birmingham
Dub Club sessions?
Our intention is to give as many sounds as possible a chance. I can’t name sounds as
all are welcome but in the main arena the sounds must be up to a certain standard.
The Dub - What is your favourite dance you have played with your sound, Hytal
Bosrah Sound System?
It’s difficult to say which was my favourite dance as there have been so many.
Playing with King Earthquake and King Shiloh in Samra’s in Walsall or the dance at
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the Rainbow (Warehouse in Birmingham) with Massai and Kilowatt, that dance was
a great dance as one of our stacks went down but we still held our own. Even the
recent dance with Jah Tubby’s was a good dance and most enjoyable, but in general
we take a session as it comes, the main purpose is to enjoy oneself and those that
you are playing with, so the paying customer can have a good time, after all, without
them there would be no dances.
Dan-I & Spanners

Past Desta*Nation shows can be found on mixcloud –
Search under DESTA*NATION or danidubdub (for more recent shows)
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ROD TAYLOR
Rod “Rocky T” Taylor was born in Kingston in 1957. Having worked with a number
of influential producers over the years, his distinctive voice features on some great
tunes and here’s a selection of his roots classics.
His first release was for Ossie Hibbert in 1975, ‘Bad Man Come and Goes’, a tough
one drop tune which also had a DJ piece voiced by Dillinger. A further tune for the
same producer, ‘Every Little Thing’, came in 1979.
The Freedom Sounds label run by producer Bertram Brown released some of Rod’s
best known tunes including the classic ‘Ethiopian Kings’ in 1978 and ‘In The Right
Way’ plus ‘Don’t Give It Up’ in 1979 – all mystical roots classics mixed at King
Tubbys.
In 1978 Rod linked up with radio DJ and producer Mikey Dread who released some
big tunes with him on his Dread At The Controls label including the classic ‘His
Imperial Majesty’ and ‘Behold H.I.M.’.
A collaboration with DJ and producer Prince Far I resulted in some wicked tunes
including ‘Run Run’, a wicked steppers that came on Cry Tuff label and ‘No One Can
Tell I About Jah Jah’ which released on Adrian Sherwood’s Hitrun label.

Further collaborations with producers who were also DJs included Prince Hammer
whose Belva Sound label issued ‘If Jah Should Come Now’ in 1979 and ‘Words Of
Parables’ in 1981 plus Kojak who released the wicked ‘Night In September’ on his
own label in 1980.
More classics backed by Soul Syndicate in the same style as his releases for
Freedom Sounds came with ‘I’ll Be Gone’ on Roots Integrity label and ‘True History’
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on Roots Tradition label, both in 1979. ‘The Lord Is My Light’ on a version of Burning
Spear’s Swellheaded riddim came on Black Solidarity label.
In 1983 ‘Lonely Girl’ came on Photographer 7 inch, riding a wicked cut of the Cuss
Cuss riddim. Later in the decade came one of Rod’s first and biggest digital tunes
recorded in Jamaica, ‘She Can Dance’ on Capricorn International 7 inch.
Rod Taylor is still going strong today, having made a move to France where he’s
lived for a number of years and recorded for many European producers including
Gussie P, Robert Tribulation, Blakamix, Manasseh and yours truly Jah Warrior.
Steve Mosco aka Jah Warrior
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Lee
Scratch
Perry
One of the best known and most mysterious of reggae producers, Lee Scratch
Perry’s influence on music is beyond measure. Scratch has been artist, mentor,
producer, band leader, prankster and muse.
Born Hugh Rainford Perry, he has gone under a mystifying list of pseudonyms –
Scratch, the Upsetter, Pipecock Jackson, Wonderman, King Perry, Dr Lee PhD and
many more. His musical story began in the late 1950s as a record seller for
Coxsone’s Downbeat Sound System, graduating to recording about 30 sides for the
emerging Studio One. Personal and financial disagreements led to Perry moving to
Joe Gibbs’ operation, which didn’t last very long before Perry set up his own
legendary Upsetter label in the late 1960s.
Perry spent several years in the early 1970s working closely with The Wailers (Bob,
Peter and Bunny), writing and rewriting songs, recording and re-recording them,
versioning and re-versioning. The Barrett brothers, Carlton and Aston, who had
been the nucleus of Perry’s recording band, the Upsetters, worked on all of this
work. This period was the foundation of what would become the global domination
of Bob Marley & The Wailers and Perry was soon in need of a new backing band.
Perry would later come up with many different versions of his story of how this time
was spent and who was the creative driving force.
In 1973 he set up his own recording studio in his back yard, the Black Ark, which
must have been one of the most prolific of the 1970s. Having the time to
experiment on his sound full time (and he really did live in that studio) meant that
Perry was able to create a uniquely dense and layered sound, dripping with effects,
a world away from the often rushed results of the traditional Jamaican studios.
Artists who benefitted from the Black Ark treatment include many very well known
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names such as Bob Marley & The Wailers, Max Romeo, The Heptones, Junior Murvin
and The Congos, plus other artists who became well known largely by their
association with Perry and the Black Ark, including Susan Cadogan, The Jolly
Brothers, Devon Irons, George Faith, The Meditations and many more.

Lee Perry at the mixing desk of the Black Ark

The Black Ark years brought big hits and absolutely classic albums and singles. The
Max Romeo album “War Ina Babylon” in particular was one of those essential
albums that still appears in all-time top ten lists, the finest of Romeo’s career,
featuring songs that helped to define the sound of 70s reggae. The hits and
attention of European and American record companies financed Perry’s increasingly
expansive sound, introducing the Mutron phaser, Roland Space Echo and other
outlandish effects into his low-fi operation (apparently he was given an 8 track
recording desk but decided he didn’t like it and hardly ever used it). The hits also
financed the smaller tunes by the lesser artists, which Perry clearly relished being
able to give a decent production. Many epic songs and dub mixes emerged from the
Black Ark by artists who have hardly appeared anywhere else, such as Twin Roots’
‘Know Love’, Carlton Jackson’s ‘History’ or Debra Keese’s ‘Travelling’.
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For many years Perry has projected/ protected himself with the image of a madman
or jester. Whatever the truth of it, it is an image that has been established firmly in
the wider world and has given him license to act without filter in his live shows. At
their best, his live shows feature stream-of-consciousness raps married with his
classic riddims, an untouchable combination; at worst, they can include tireless
rants about Bob Marley, or outpourings of profanity.
But the role of public jester enables the actor to penetrate deeply into the public
space and say many truths to power that would otherwise not be tolerated. The
classic medieval jester was often in reality a key advisor to the king and someone of
great power and influence.

Certainly, Perry is no longer weighed down by the responsibility of running his Black
Ark studio and managing the expectations of every singer who entered his yard
dreaming of becoming a star (one of the many reasons he grew tired of life at the
Black Ark). He is very much a free agent. In recent years, he has regularly
collaborated with dub/dubstep producers Dubblestandardt and Subatomic Sound
System; he has continued to work with the Mad Professor who, along with Adrian
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Sherwood, gave Perry sanctuary and studio time for his ex-Perry-ments when he
arrived in Britain in the 80s; and he has also worked with The Orb, the reggae–loving
techno act that once brought a performance of 3 dimensional chess to Top Of The
Pops.

Perry made a return to the mixing desk recently for an album with British producer
Daniel Boyle (whose Rollin Lion Studio features much of the analogue recording gear
that Perry would have used at the Black Ark) called “Scratch Back At The Controls”.
An ambitious project, the album used top notch reggae musicians such as Hughie
Isachaar and was a tight, roots-driven affair.
He has recently finished recording a new album in Jamaica and London with Adrian
Sherwood who produced the classic “Time Boom X De Devil Dead” album with Perry
and the Dub Syndicate back in 1987. The new album (Perry’s fourth with
Sherwood), also features original Aswad bassie George Oban, ‘Crucial’ Tony Ruff
Cutt and Skip McDonald, and is currently in post-production at On-U Sound HQ in
Ramsgate.
Dan-I
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QUEEN IFRICA
Times Like These
I Love Myself
Lioness On The Rise
Selected by Field Frequency Sound System

pics by Dan-I and Terry Husbands

Words from the Burning Spear
“When Marcus Garvey spoke about self reliance, he wasn't only talking about
people of colour. It's like self reliance in general, for anyone. Just keep moving and
moving within the right direction, and everything will be all right.”
"The privilege of a lifetime is to be who you are"
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SOUNDS OF THE BURNING SPEAR
African Teacher
Jah Is My Driver
Civilised Reggae
Creation Rebel
Black Wadada
Foggy Road
He Prayed
Door Peeper
Man In The Hills
Throw Down Your Arms
Marcus Garvey
Rocking Time
Slavery Days
Free The Whole World
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Hymn Unto H.I.M.

Ken Boothe, the Jamaican champion singer who celebrates his 80th birthday this
month, takes centre stage on this remarkable release. The whole record is a tribute
to the power of the words of Ras Tafari, H.I.M. Haile Selassie I, whose speeches and
utterances provide the text for the contributions of Oku Onuora (who also
celebrates his birthday this month) and Lila Ike.
The song, composed by Matthias Reulecke, is an epic chant on a very deep
nyahbinghi dubwise rhythm. It features four mixes, all over 5 minutes long, each
worthy pieces in their own right. But it is Ken Boothe who really stands out on this;
his rich, immediately recognisable voice taking on the role of the voice of authority;
his status as a hugely respected elder means the listener knows that Ken Boothe has
seen and heard so much, has the perspective to give appropriate weight to he
subject matter.
Beautifully packaged in a 12” picture sleeve, this EP is a very special piece of music,
showcasing the talents of new and well-established artists alike. It provides a fitting
tribute to the Emperor and birthday present to both Oku Onuora and the legendary
Ken Boothe, whose ‘Let Peace Reign’ has also just been released as a single by Addis
Record (see piece on the Restless Mashaits earlier this issue).
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http://africanschool.weebly.com
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DUB DIARY
Being Blacker (Blacker Dread) Film Showing and Q&A with Director – Ultimate
Picture Palace, Jeune Street, Oxford OX4 1BN – Sat. 3rd March, 3-5.30pm
Central Club Reunion: Jah Lion Movement, Sweet Sensation, Lion Roots & more
tbc – upstairs at R.I.S.C./Global Café, 40 London Street, Reading RG1 4PS – Sat. 3rd
March, 9pm-2am, £3
Melody Remix – Shoot, Aylesbury HP20 1ST – Sun. 4th March, free
Birmingham Dub Club: KinDread, Maasai Warrior & Kilowatt (all on their own
systems) – New Quantum Exhibition Centre, 77 Upper Trinity Street, Birmingham B9
4EG – Sat. 17th March
High Grade Selectors – downstairs at R.I.S.C./Global Café, 40 London Street, Reading
RG1 4PS – Fri. 23rd March, free
Jah Shaka Sound System – Caribbean Edge, 117 Bruce Grove, Tottenham, London
N15 6UR – Sat. 24th March, 11pm-6am
African Head Charge – O2 Islington, London N1 0PS – Fri. 30th March
Horace Andy & Johnny Clarke – O2 Islington, London N1 0PS – Sun. 1st April
Reggae Innovation & Sound System Culture Conference – Birmingham City
University, 4-5th April
Swindon Dub Club with Asher Messenjah – Afro Caribbean Centre, 39 Faringdon
Road, Swindon SN1 5AR - Fri. 13th April & 11th May, free
Reading Dub Club: Field Frequency & Reverence (both on their own systems) –
upstairs at R.I.S.C./Global Café, 40 London Street, Reading RG1 4PS – Sat. 12th May,
9pm-2am
Birmingham Dub Club: Field Frequency, Operation & Hytal Bosrah (all on their own
systems) – New Quantum Exhibition Centre, 77 Upper Trinity Street, Birmingham B9
4EG – Sat. 19th May, 10pm-4am, £10
Bass Culture Research Conference – Goldsmith’s, University of London, New Cross,
London SE14 6NW – Sat. 26th May
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The Dub magazine was first established in June 2016 and has been published every
month since then. Check out the facebook community group for regular updates on
what is going on at The Dub. Izibongo magazine, which focusses on contemporary
artists from Africa and the Diaspora, was started in autumn 2017 and there are now
more than 60 issues to explore. Archived issues of The Dub and Izibongo are
available on reggaediscography.blogspot.co.uk and rastaites.com. Printed copies of
The Dub magazine are available on request and with a donation, thank you.
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